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recursion-- it’s sonic fast



Overview

★ Recursion 101: 
○ base case, recursive case, example

★ Linked Lists 101:
○ Nodes, head, next, null

★ Check-in & hot ~group~ date
★ Linked List Functionality:

○  rest, cons, first



Recursion 101

● A function that calls itself -- crazy, right?!
● Always needs:

○ Base Case
○ Recursive Case



run Sonic run!

Base Case:

● Used to END 
recursion & return 
back up the stack

● Needed to 
prevent stack 
overflow



run Sonic run!

Recursive Case:

● Calls function 
recursively

● Key word return

● Can modify 
variable/paramet
er values 



run Sonic run!

runSonic(3);

What is printed?

How many frames are 
on the stack in total?



run Sonic run!

runSonic(3);

What is printed?
“3 miles left to run!”
“2 miles left to run!”
“1 miles left to run!”

How many frames are 
on the stack in total?
4



Anything done recursively can be done iteratively 

Iterative Recursive



What is a Linked List?

1. A linked list may be empty aka null
2. A linked list that is not empty is a sequence of one or more values 

of the same type!! 
3. Each item in a list is called a Node 
4. The first Node in a list is called the head 
5. The end of the list is marked by the value null

head null



What is a Node?

A Node holds some data value, and has a reference to another instance of a Node

data’s type can be anything, but it will be consistent 
throughout the list 

A Node is a recursive data type because it has a 
property which is also an element of the same type 
(aka. the next property is of type Node) 



Linked List Visualized (1)
Node

data “S”

next
null



Linked List Visualized (2) 
Node

data “S”

next
null

Node

data “O”

next
null



Linked List Visualized (3) 
Node

data “S”

next

Node

data “O”

next
null** Now these two Nodes are linked!!**

We could keep going and adding more items to our 
list (and there are functions we can use to help us 
build lists easier which we will touch on in a bit)



Moving through a Linked List
Node

data

next

Node
data

next

Node
data

next

Node
data

next

Node
data

next

3 1 4 1 5 null

Let’s say this list is stored in a 

variable called  pi but we want to 
fix the 5th node by rounding up. 
How would we access the Node 
to change it?

pi.next.next.next.next.data = 6

6



Linked List vs. Arrays

That example showed us a property of Linked Lists that makes them quite 
different from arrays. They are not indexed!!

In order to find an element in a list, you have to move through the WHOLE LIST! 
(which obviously can be very tedious.)

HOWEVER, it can be done much easier by using RECURSIVE FUNCTIONS and 

the Linked List Functions of rest, cons, and first 



Check in on coursecare 
using:

And tell us your favorite show(s)/movies! We all 
need new things to watch while at home :) 



Linked List Functions!

● Very important to know these for code writing!
● Only of 3 of them :) 

○ rest
○ cons
○ first



first
● Returns the first node of a list (the head!)
● Only function that does NOT return a list
● Useful for accessing/returning values contained in the linked list
● Useful in the base case!

null



rest

● The “opposite” of first!
● Returns a list with everything EXCEPT the first node

○ Useful because all you can access in a list is the first node
● Useful in the recursive case!

null



Find the Ring!



cons

● Linked list ‘builder’
● Takes two arguments:

○ first is a value (string, number, boolean, etc)
○ second is another list (typically used with a recursive call in functions returning lists)

● Really difficult to code, so practice!





Putting it all together!

● Come up with a copy function
● Takes in a list, returns the same list

○ No, don’t just return the parameter :)
● Will literally construct the same linked list that’s passed in!



Key Tips and Trends

● Use your edge case to your advantage!
○ Often times, you’ll have list === null

■ Not only makes sure you pass in a non-empty list
■ Can make sure the recursion knows what the stopping point is!

● If your function is returning an actual value (not a list):
○ More than likely you will need to access or return first(list)
○ Base Case

● If your function is returning a list:
○ You will most likely return cons([value], f(rest(list))
○ Must include base case of returning NULL


